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Pseudodifferential Operators and Microlocal Analysis

20.04. - 26.04.1997

The conference was organized by M. Beals (New Brunswick), B. Gramsch (Mainz),
B.-W. Schulze (Potsdam) and H. Widom (Santa Cruz). This meeting followed three
conferences on pseudodifferential operators in 1986, 1989 and 1993. More than
40 mathematicians from 9 different countries used the excellent atmosphere of the
Oberwolfach institute for fruitful discussions and stimulating exchange of ideas, in
particular, the younger ones profited extremely from this opportunity.
The 29 talks covered large parts of pseudodifferential and microlocal analysis, and
showed again that this topic is located in between pure and applied mathematics.
The importance of the techniques of microlocal and pseudodifferential analysis for
the treatment of (non-linear) partial differential equations from different points of
view was emphasized during the whole conference.
Several talks treated the Schrödinger equation and other equations in mathemati
cal physics, e.g. Klein-Gordon, KdV, multiparticle quantum mechanics. Heat trace
expansions and boundary value problems also on singular manifolds have been eon
sidered by five speakers.
From the more funetional analytic point of view seven talks dealt with index theory,
C·- and w·-algebras of pseudodifferential operators, and pseudodifferential opera
tors on nilpotent groups.
Another foeus of interest were Gärding's inequality, loeal solvability for multiple cha
racteristics, eaustics for semilinear equations, nonlinear geometrie opties and trace
formulas in scattering theory.
Finally, concrete applications of pseudodifferential analysis to thermoelasticity and
magnetic resonance tomography were discussed.
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Vortragsauszüge

High frequency oscillating waves for gauge invariant systems

M. B ezard (joint with G. Metivier)

For different semilinear systems of pseudodifferential equations arising in relativistic
theory and having same gauge invariance, we develop a weakly nonlinear geometrical
optics strategy to build asymptotic solutions, and to prove that these so-called
asymptotic solutions are in fact asymptotic to a true solution. As a first example
of such a strategy that can be carried out for other systems (e.g. Maxwell-Dirac,
Young-Mills, ... ) we consider the case of the Maxwell-Klein-Gordon system for a
massive relativistic spinless particle in its own self-induced electromagnetic field.
This system deals one complex valued field <{J and areal valued L-potential All in
m1+3 , Minkowski space, and writes:

~ I

{

FIJv = 8IJAv - 8vAp

where Dp = 8p + iAp

m = mass of the particle

For this system we show how to 'construct high order formal asymptotic solutions
of the type

( IJ) ( IJ 19(X)) 2 (IJ 19(X))<p=<Px +c<{J x ,-- +c <P x ,-- + ...
OIe 2 f

and A", = AIJ(xIJ ) + c Ap(xJl , flIc) + ... , where the functions
o 1

A(x, '19), A(x, 19), ... ,cp(x, 19), cp(x, 19), ...
1 2 1 2

are periodic in {) E S' and {) satisfies the eikonal equation.
Taking advantage of the gauge invariance at each step of the construction allows
one to split up the systems in non oscillating and purely oscillating parts, the latter
satisfying some kind of transport equation, despite the lack of hyperbolicity.
We then prove via an iteration scheme in algebras of stratified functions along the _
level surfaces of {) that these formal solutions are asymptotic to real ones. ..

Operator pencils in the spectral theory of periodic Hamiltonians

M. Bh. Binnan (with T.A. Suslina)
'"

In L 2(m2 ) we consider the periodic magnetic Hamiltonian

H = GV - A(x») 2 + V(x), A(x + n) =A (x), V(x + n) = V(x),
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with n E 7Zd
• It is shown that the spectrum of H is absolutely continuous. In the

study we use the L. Thomas scheme. In the case of V = 81A2 - ~Al the needed
estimates for the operator pencil in the mentioned scheme are obtained. The pas
sage to the general V does not supply new difficulties. It is established that for
d ~ 3 the analogous estimates cannot be fulfilled in general. Same special algebra
of pseudodifferential operator with parameter occurring in the study was discussed.

Star products and Toeplitz operators

L. Boutet de Monvel

The title is slighlty misleading and this talk is meant in fact as a survey talk, with
more open problems than new results, on the theory of star algebras E over areal or
complex conic Poisson manifold and of coherent t" -modules (related to systems of
pseudodifferential equations). Not much is known in the complex case, in contrast
with the realone, in part because the obstruction groups, or moduli groups which
classify such objects, are related to cohomology groups of holomorphic sheafs and
tend to be huge. However, I believe the complex case is important for the theory of
differential equations; e.g. one is typically confronted with the complex theory in the
problem of deciding if a pseudodifferential system comes in fact from a differential
system.

Semiclassical pseudodifferential operators and nonlinear scattering

V. Buslaev

It is weIl known that the solutions of. some completely integrable nonlinear wave
equations can be expressed in terms of solutions of some integral equations. As a
result, investigation of the asymptotic behaviour of the solution of-difference equati
on for large t can be reduced to the explicit asymptotic invertibility of some integral
operators, in fact, semiclassical operators with symbols discontinuous with respect
to both phase variables. Such integral operators constitute a special class in the
theory of 'ltdo's. We separate two subclasses of such operators and obtain for them
explicit formulae for their inverses. Finally, we find the explicit formulae for the
t-asymptotic solutions of NSE, MKdV and KdV equations.

Berezin-Toeplitz Quantization: an. application to C*-algebras

L.A. Cobur11

I discuss a particular application of the Berezin-Toeplitz Quantization. The results
are joint work with C.A. Berger. The main objective is to exhibit a non-separable
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unital C*-subalgebra of the Calkin algebra for which "Voiculescu's Double Commu
tant Theorem" (VDCT) fails. (VOCT) is known to hold for all separable unital
subalgebras and many non-separable unital subalgebras. Dur candidate for failure
is the "canonical commutation relation" (CRR) C*-algebra.

Microlocal regularity for the Schrödinger equation

W. Craig

The subject of this talk is the Schrödinger equation

'l/J(x, 0)
\ ..

The microlocal smoothness of solutions of this equation is related to the localization
properties of the initial data, and to the global behaviour of the bicharacteristics.
In case (ait(x)) is asymptoticaBy flat, the principal theorem in case V(x) = 0 is:

Theorem. Suppose that (xo,~O) E T*(mn)\{O} is not trapped backwards by the
bicharacteristic flow, and denote

If (x-oo , ~-co) (/. WF(t/Jo), then for aB t > 0,

(1) (x-co, {-co) (/. WF('l/J(x, t))

(2) (xo, ~O) rt. WF(t/J(x,t)).

There are also regularity results for the Schrödinger kernei, and for the case in which
there is a potential term.

Blow-up solutions of non-linear parabolic equations of second order

Y. Egorov

Let n be a bounded domain in mn with a smooth boundary r. We consider two
boundary value problems:

(1) : = 6u - f( u) in [0, Tl x n, :~ = +g(u) on [0, Tl x r, u(O, x) = rp(x).

(2) : = 6u + f(u) in [0, Tl x n, :: + g(u) = 0 on [0, Tl x r, u(O, x) = rp(x),
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...'

where 1 and gare increasing functions, 1(0) = g(O) = O. The positive solutions of
(1) are blowing-up at a finite time if I(z) ::; (1 - o)g(z)g'(z) for z ~ zo, fJ > 0 and

if j g(z~;'(Z) < 00. For the problem (2) it happens if fez) ~ (ao + 6)g(z), where
zo

ao = Ifl/IOI and if j f~:) < 00. We show also the asymptotics of solutions near
zo

the points of blow-up. In particular, we prove that such points are localized on the
boundary for the solutions of (1) and strongly in interior of n for the problem (2).
There are given also the conditions sufficient for global existence and for tending to
o as t -+ +00. In particular, a1l positive solutions of (1) are exploding at a finite

00 dz
time if f(u) ~ (ao - 6)g(u), 6 > 0 and / fez) < 00.

%0

Oscillatory integrals applied to Feynman path integrals

D. Fujiwara -~-

1) A new proof of Yajima's theorem.
Yajima constructed the fundamental solution of Schrödinger equation with
vector potential Aj(t, x), j = 1,2,3 and scalar potential V(t, x) under the
assumptions:

I~Aj(t, x)l + 1a;8tAj (t, x)1 ~ Ca, 10'1 ~ 1, j = 1,2,3 ,
l8xoB(t, x)l ~ Co(lt, xf)-l-e 10'1 ~ 1,
18x V(t,x)1 ~ Co 10'1 ~ 2.

(J. d'Analyses Math. 1991). His method is based on integral equation and
not related to Feynman path integral. Tsuchida and Fujiwara proved that
the time slicing approximations of the Feynman path integrals converge to
the fundamental solution of Schrödinger equation under the same assumption
as above. (Ta appear in J. Math. Soc. Japan). This gives another proof of
Yajima's theorem. Dur method is based on the stationary phase asymptotics
proved by Tsuchida. (Nagoya Math. J. 1994).

2) In view of its importance in quantum field theory, Feynman path integrals
over the space of manifolds "are very important and interesting. Here I present
a very simple example. Its lattice approximation leads us to a new type of
oscillatory integrals. An estimate of Kumanogo-Taniguchi type for such an
oscillatory integral is obtained.
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Pseudodifferential and analytic pseudodifferential operators on
nilpotent groups and contact manifolds

D. Geiler

We explain to what extent one is able to generalize the theory of pseudodifferen
tial operators to the context of nilpotent groups with dilations. Explicit product
formulas, and analogues of elliptic operators, will be discussed. In the case of the
Heisenberg group, we explain how one can obtain a calculus of analytic pseudodiffe
rential operators, and how the calculi on the Heisenberg group can be used to study
operators on contact manifolds. The analytic calculus is applied to obtain relative
analytic parametrices for transversally elliptic left invariant differential operators on
the Heisenberg group (the inhomogeneous case being joint work with Peter Heller),
and also to obtain relative analytic parametrices for ab on boundaries of real analytic
strictly pseudoconvex domains in <V 2.

Heat trace asymptotics for generalized Dira~ operators with well-posed
boundary conditions

G. Gmbb

Let P be a first-order elliptic operator on a compact manifold X with boundary
X', provided with a boundary condition B(u/x') = 0 defining the realization PB'
Asymptotic expansions of the heat operator traces

(*) Tr(<pe- t6i
) IV L Ckti + E(ck-Iogt + c~)ti, t ~ 0,

-n$k<O k=O

for ~l = PBPB , 6 2 = PBPB, <p amorphism, have been shown in a joint paper with
R.T. Seeley in Inventiones [GS95], for the case where P equals a(8zn +Ad on a collar
neighbourhood of X', with a being a unitary morphism and A1lzn=o = A + Po, A
selfadjoint elliptic on X' and Po of order O. Here B is the orthogonal projection n>
onto the nonnegative eigenspace of A (plus a finite rank operator). In the present
work we show that (*) holds also for general P and with B just well-posed, as
defined by Seeley in CIME notes 1969. This depends on a study of PB in terms
of parameter-dependent Calderen projectors, and an elaboration of the calculus of
weakly polyhomogeneous 1/Jdo's in [GS95], far which we establish spectral invariance.

Microlocal analysis and multiparticle quantum mechanics

V. Iuni

We discuss the application of spectral asymptotics and microlocal analysis to pro
blems linked with the ground state of operator

E(- ~x. -V(Xi)) + E(Xi - Xj)-l
i<j
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describing N electrons in the field of M nuclei, as N -+ 00 and Z (the total charge of
the nuclei) --t 00. Questions discussed: Ground State Energy, Ground state density,
Exeessive positive (for moleeules) and negative charge, minimal distance between
nuelei, ionization energy. Results, expressed in terms of Thomas-Fermi theory are
justified.

Symbolic construction of the fundamental solution for the heat equation
and curvature on Riemannian manifolds with boundary

eh. Iwasaki

Let ß p = dl'- 18p + 8p+1d" be the Laplacian aeting on differential p-forms on a n
dimensional compact Riemannian manifold M with boundary 8M. Let ep(t, x, y)
be the kernel of the fundamental solution El'(t) for the following heat equation:

{
(~+ 6 p ) Ep(t) = 0 in (0, T) x M,

Ep(O) = I in M, .
Ep(t) E Dom(op) , dpEp(t) E Dom(op+d

I have a theorem which is an extension of both Günther and Schimming ('77) and
Iwasaki ('95).
Theorem. For any integer esuch that 0 :5 e~ n as t tends to 0, we have the precise
expression of the following Ct(x) and Dt(x) with the second fundamental form and
the Riemannian curvature tensors on M and 8M:

(1)

(11) f t(_l)p(n =~)trep(t, x, x)dv
M p=o n

t-~+~ (f Ct(x)dv\: f Dt(X)da)
\t 8M-

+ 0 (t- i +!+!) .

Nonexponential decay in linearized thermo-elasticity

H. Koch

In thermo-elasticity the heat is coupled to pressure waves. In a homogeneous isotro
pie material there are nontrivial shear waves which do not dissipate. The reflection
at the boundary of a shear wave however leads in general to refleeted shear and
pressure waves, even if the reflection is orthogonal.
Suppose that there is a two-periodic orbit of the billiard in a domain with smooth
boundary. We show that then there exist waves which have almost all their energy
in the shear part of the waves up to a given large time T. The high frequency part
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is concentrated near a bicharacteristic corresponding to the two-periodic orbit. This
implies that there are solutions which decay slower than exponentially.

Dirichlet and Neumann eigenvalue problems on domains in Euclidean
spaces

A. Laptev

Let 0 c md be an open domain whose Lebesgue measure is finite. Let -6'0 be
the operator of the Dirichlet boundary problem in n. We give a simple proof of the
inequality

(1) Tr(..\ + b.1»+ $ ..\I+~ Inl (27r)-d Vd :: ~ I for all ..\ > 0,

where Vd ia the volume of the unit ball in md . This inequality implies the well
known uniform eigenvalue estimate for the Dirichlet Laplacian due to Li and Yau.
Besides, it allows to prove the Pblya conjecture for the dass of domains n = f21 x O2

assuming that f21 is a "tiling" domain. Simple generalizations of the inequality (1)
allow us to study the Dirichlet eigenvalue problem for operators B(D), D = -i-§; ,
where B(~) is a positive definite n x n matrix. Finally, we discuss same inequalities
for the eigenvalues of the Neumann boundary problem.

Pseudodifferential operators and boundary potentials

P. Laubin

An elliptic boundary value problem in a smooth domain can be reduced to a pseu
dodifferential equation on the boundary. For non-smooth boundaries the symbolic
calculus has to be adapted. For example, a general cone calculus has been developed
by Schulze for conical singularities. Here we are interested in special boundary re
ductions that lead to a bijective and strongly elliptic operator and that are suitable
for numerical methods.
For the Laplace operator, it was shown by Verchota that in Lipschitz domains, the _
simple and double layer potentials which are involved still have good mapping pro- _
perties in L 2 of the boundary. We investigate the high order regularity of the double
layer potential in polygons. It turns out that it defines isomorphisms between spaces
of Sobolev type and arbitrary high regularity taking into account the singular func-
tions generated by the corners.
Still sharper singularities oeeur in domains with cuts. Moreover the double layer po
tential does not define a bijective boundary operator in this framework. We consider
the dassical Dirichlet problem

. { - 6 u = 0 in O\r
ulan = j, ulr± = f±
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r

where n is a bounded polygon of the plane with a connected boundary an and
r = r 1 U... Ur p is the union of a finite number of cuts. We allow different boundary
values on both sides of the cuts. For this problem, we consider the potential

1 Ir (x - y).v 1 Ir (x - y).t
u(x) = -2 1 12 Y g(x)da(y) + -2 I 12Y Trh(y)da(y)

1r ru.sn x - y 1r r x - y

+t Uj(x) Ir sj(y)h(y)du(y).
;=1 rj

Here Tr is defined in the following way. Let a : [a, b] --+ r; be a parametrization
of r; by arc length. We have

(Trh)(a(s)) = _.!. p.V. f.b J(b - s)(s - a) heuet)) dt.
. 1r a V(b - t)(t - a) S - t

It is an inverse of the Hilbert transform restricted to a bounded interval modulo
an operator of finite rank. We show that this potential defines a bif~ctiv boundary
operator. It also defines isomorphisms hetween spaces of Sobolev type and arbitrary
high order. .

The structure of a w·-algebra of totally characteristic operators on
manifolds with boundary

R. Lauter

W·-algebras were introduced by Gramsch in 1981 in connection with a perturba
tion theory for Frechet-algebras. Since then many algebras occurring naturally in
the pseudodifferential analysis were shown to be W" -algebras. Howev~r, the alge
bra Wg,d (X tbn ~) of b-pseudodifferential operators on a compact manifold X with
boundary Y introduced by Melrase in 1981 turns out to be not a w"-algebra; to cir
cumvent these difficulties we constructed a w·-algebra A(X)containing the algebra
\l1g,cl (X, bn!) as a dense subalgebrat reflecting the Coo-structure of X, and having
the following additional properties:

• There is a symbol map T : A(X) ---+ Qoo ~ Q characterizing the Fredholm
property by means of the invertibility of r(a); here Qoo is a w·-algebra of
"smooth" symbols.

• A(X) ~ n.c (H8(X, bOl)) where H8 = H8(X, bOi) is the scale af b-Sobolev
spaces.

• Separate from the boundary one recovers the original pseudodifferential cal
culus.
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Moreover, the C*-closure B(X) of A(X) is shown to be solvable of length 2, the
relationship between certain closed ideals is darified, the spectrum and Jacobson
topology of B(X) resp. A(X) are computed explicitly in terms of the underlying
manifold; in fact, the spectra of B(X) and A(X) turned out to be homeomorphic.
Parts of the results are related to the work of Mantlik, Melrose-Nistor, Plamenevskij
and Schulze.

Edge operators with prescribed index

F. Mantlik

Let W = X6 X Y denote a wedge, i.e. a product of a cone X 6 with an edge Y.
We denote by ym(W,g) an algebra of wdo's of order m > 0 over w which was in
troduced by B.-W. Schulze. If A E ym(w, g) is elliptic then the Fredholm index of
A only depends on the stable homotopy class of its principal symbol. It is our aim
to construct for each such dass c at least one operator Ac E ym (W, 9) whose index
is kndwn. This is mainly acc<?mplished by means of a product construetion and
approximation. The teehnical difficulties stern from the complexity of the symbolie
structure of the algebra ym(w, g). An essential point here is to extend the symbolic
calculus to a certain completion of ym(w, g).

Smooth operators uoder the action of some compact Lie groups

B.T. Melo

A class of pseudodifferential operators on the cifcle can be eharacterized as the
bounded operators on L2(SI) which are smooth for the regular representation of SI.
This fact is proven using a loeal-global characterization of pseudos on the. circle and
H.O. Cordes' characterization of the operators on L2(m) which are smooth for the
usual representation of the Heisenberg group.
In a joint work with H.O. Cordes, we also investigate the question of characterizing
the bounded operators on L2 (S2) which are smooth for the left regular represen
tation of 80(3). Analogously as in the case of SI, we consider operators defined
by Au = 2;t atPtu, where (at) is a bounded sequence in COO(S2) and Pt denotes
the orthogonal projection onto the i-th eigenspace of the Laplacian on the sphere.
We prove that these are well-defined, SO(3)-smooth operators. We also exhibit a
necessary and sufficient condition for smoothness.

Lp and Besov maximal estimates for solutions to Schrödinger equation

T. Muramatu

By making use of Besov norm we get the following results:
Theorem 2. Let h(t,~) be real-valued, measurable and Coo in t. Assume that,
with I > 0,
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holds. Then

II{ sup 1Ilei(X-Y)Hih(I'{)f(Y)~dYI}11 ~ CII/IIBi (JRn)'
O<t<l L2(Jln) 2,1

Theorem 3. a > 1.

11{ sup II1ei(x-y)(+ill(l"f(Y)d~dYI}11 ~ ell/IIBBt (JRn)
O<t<l L2(JRn) 2,1

Theorem 4. a > 1. 1 ~ p ~ 00. Then

II{ sup 1I1ei(X-Y)Hill(l"f(Y)~dYI}11 ~ CII/IIB:~(JRn)
O<t<l Lp(lRn )

where

{
i + ~ 1* - ~ I if n = 1 .~~~ .

u = ~ + (n _ 1) I~ - ~I if n ~ 2 ',,,,

The estimate giyen in Theorem 3 is sharp for the case n = 1. Theorem 3 is an
improvement of Sjölin's result which is given by Sobolev norm.

Commutator estimates and a sharp form of Gärding's inequality

M. Nagase

Let ,.\(~) be a smooth weight function such that

We define a symbol class 8;:6,0 as p(x,~) E 8;:6,0 if and only if

The main theorem is
Theorem 1. Let aj({), Cj(€) be in Si1,~ and bj(x) E B2 for j = 1, ... , N, and
assume that

N

Re E bj(x)aj(€)bj (€) ~ CoA(€)2m (I€I ~ R).
j:::::l

Then we have the following inequality:

11
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for any u E S.
In order to prove Theorem 1 we use the following commutator estimate.
Theorem 2. If a(~) is in StOtA and b(x) is in B2 where 0 < s ~ 1, then we have

for any u E S.

Distribution of scattering poles for several strictly convex obstacles

V. Petkov
.

Let K = U7=1 K j , K i n K j = 0, i I- j, K j being strictly convex bounded obstacles
in IR3. One considers the Neumann problem for the wave equation in mx fl, where
= ffl3\K.

Let S(.-X) : L 2 {S2) --+ L 2{S2) be the scattering operator and let Aj E ce' ,Im>"j > 0
be the scattering poles of the meromorphic continuation of S (>..).' Our goal is to
obtain lower bounds for the counting function

If the obstacle K satisfies the condition (H) of M. Ikawa we show that

NO.6(r) ~ Cor6(!-1-) - Cl, r ~ C2.

Here ~ ~ () < 1, 0 = ~ß, x > 4, while b2 > 0 and ß > 2b2 are related to the geome
trie characteristics of K. In the case when (H) is not satisfied we obtain the same
result in the generic case (P) assuming that some condition (D) is fulfilled. The
condition (D) reflects the influence of rays with tangent segments to the behaviour
of the reflecting rays, while (P) guarantees that there are periodic rays with tangent
segments.

On the wave equation in a cylinder with edges

B.A. Plamenevskij

The wave equation with Dirichlet bounclary condition in a finite cylinder with edges
is considered. The existence and uniqueness of solutions in special, weighted spaces
are proven. The asymptotics of solutions near edges are described.
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Local solvability Cor nonlinear equations with multiple characteristics

L. Rodino

Consider a nonlinear partial differential equation of order m, defined by
F(x, va), 10'1 :$ m, where F is an entire function with respect to Va and COO with
respect to X in a neighbourhood of the origin in mn . Assurne F(x, 0) = o. We say
that F is locally solvable (at the origin and at the zero solution) for a given f E Coo,
if there exists a neighbourhood V of the origin and a constant e > 0 such that

F(x, Erv) == ef(x)

admits solution v E H8(V), S > ~ + m.
Some results are reviewed concerning equations of prineipal type, and new results
are presented for semilinear equations with multiple characteristics. In particular
(work in collaboration with T. Gramtehev) in m2

with F analytic with respect to x = (Xl, X2), is proved to be locally solvable for
every f E Ga, Gevrey dass of order s < m /(m - 1).

The generation of semilinear singularities by a swallowtail caustic

A. Sd Barreto (joint with M.S. Joshi)

We construct examples of bounded solutions to a semilinear system

Pu = f(z, u), zEn C m, f smooth,

p = P . I d, with P a strictly hyperbolic differential operator of secon~d order with
smooth coefficients, such that for a time function t of P, u satisfy the following pro
perties:
1) u is eonormal to a smooth characteristic hypersurfaee E in t < 0 such that I:
develops a swallowtail singularity at time t = O.
2) For t > 0, u is singular, not only at E, hut also on the forward characteristie
cone over the swallowtail tip.

Geometrie quantization and the symbol of pseudodifferential operators,
. applied to the localization in magnetic resonance tomography

W. Schempp

Magnetie resonance tomography represents one of the most significant advances in
non-invasive clinical radiodiagnostics. It is based on the Fourier transform implicitly
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performed by spin isochromats whieh are excited in tomographie slices. Due to the
coadjoint orbit picture of the unitary dual Gof the Heisenberg nilpotent Lie group
G, the tomographie slices are embedded as affine symplectic strata into the folia
ted projeetive space P(R x Lie(G)*) with non-dispersive plane of föci at infinity.
The paper deals with the read-out of nuclear magnetic resonance absorption-mode
information from the quantum holograms in the coadjoint orbits by means of the
symbolic calculus of pseudodifferential operators.
References:
W. Schempp: Non-commutative affine geometry and symbol calculus: Fourier trans
form magnetic resonance imaging and wavelets. Results in math. 28,303-344 (1995)
W. Sehempp: Wavelet modelling of high resolution radar imaging and clinical mag-
netie resonance tomography. In: GROUP21, Physieal Applieations and Mathemati- At
ca] Aspects ofGeometry, Groups, and Algebras, Val. 2, pp. 776-780, H.-D. Doebner, ..
W. Scherer, and C. Schulte, eds., World Scientific, Singapore 1997
W. Schempp: Magnetic Resonance Imgaging, Mathematieal Foundations and Appli
cations. J. Wiley and Sons, New York (in press).

Boundary value problems for manifolds with edges

E. Schrohe

The coilstruction of a pseudodifferential calculus for boundary value problems on
manifolds with edges (joint work with B.-W. Schulze, Potsdam) was presented. Basic
objects are

1) The construction of operator algebras with symbolic structure and a sufficient
Iy small class of residual elements (compact, regularizing, carrying asymptotic
information) .

2) A notion of elliptieity that allows the construction of parametrices within 'the
calculus.

3) An appropriate seale of Sobolev spaces on which the operators act naturally
and which permits preeise results on regularity and asymptotics of solutions
to elliptic equations.

4) All constructions should extend to higher order singularities.

In this particular case, the construction reHes on the general edge concept of Schul
ze, the pseudodifferential calculus for manifolds with conical singularities (Schro
he/Schulze 1994/95) and a new concept of asymptoties.
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On the index of elliptic operators on manifolds with conical singularities

. V. ShatolotJ (joint with B.- W. Schulze, B. Stemin)

In the talk, we established the index formula for elliptic operators of arbitrary order
on a manifold with cone-like singularities. Under a symmetry condition on tbe co
normal symbols of the operator in question tbis formula expresses the index as a sum
of two-terms. First of them - the contribution from the smooth part of the manifold
- is written as tbe integral from Atiyah-Singer form over the manifold. The second
- the contribution from singular points of the manifold - is a sum of multiplicities of
spectral points of the eonormal symbollying in a certain strip in the complex plane.

A trace formula for dilation analytic Hamiltonians

J. Sjöstrand

We express the formal difference of the traces of !(P1) and !(P2), where Pj are
semiclassical operators, in terms of tbe corresponding differences of sums of f (Ai)'
where Aj are the resonances, plus a remainder term. Compared to the classical
Poisson type formula in Lax-Phillips theory, the advantages are tbat our formula
works also in even dimensions and for lang range perturbations of the Laplacian.
As an application, we get very general results about the existence of "clouds" of
I'V h-n resonances for -h2 ~ +V on JR!l.
For more details see J. Sjöstrand: - Preprint, (Ecole Polyteehnique) October 1996.
Seminaire equations aux derives partielles, (Ecole Pol.) November 1996.

Nonlinear' geometrie opties for multidimensional shocks

M. Williams ~;t·.~

We construct geometrie optics expansions of high order for oscillatory multidimen
sional shocks, and then show that the expansions are elose to exact shoek solutions
for small wavelengths. Expansions are eonstructed both for the oseillatory function
defining the shoek surface S, and for u + -, the solutions on eaeh side of S. The
profile equations yield detailed information on the evolution of (u + -, S), showing
for example how new interior oscillations are produeed by nonlinear interaetion bet
ween u + - and S.

Berichterstatter: Robert Lauter
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